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Book Review
I Can Be Anything! Don’t Tell Me I Can’t

Zoe can be anything she wants to be: an astronomer, a musician, an ornithologist, even the president! With enough hard work and dedication, Zoe believes she can find her talent and become whatever she wants to be. No voice in her head telling her that she is not good enough will stop her! Whenever negative thoughts come, Zoe encourages herself and reminds that voice that she can do anything.

This is a book that encourages kids to pursue their dreams and believe in themselves. So often, we allow the voice of doubt and discouragement to prevent us from trying, but this book inspires children to ignore that voice and work towards their aspirations. Everybody has talents and potential. With some dreaming and dedication, people can work hard to achieve their potential. Award-winning creative and beautiful illustrations fill the book with color. Inspiring words and delightful drawings teach that you can be anything you want to be otherwise.